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Whole School Pay Policy 
 

Opening Statement 
The pay policy is one element of the whole school staffing policy. 
In developing and implementing our staffing policy we will: - 
 
(Note: Professional Review was formally known as Performance Management) 
 
Consult 

• involving the staff as part of the school’s consultation process 
• consider any advice given by the LA. 
• consider the views of recognised trades unions and professional associations. 
• seek to establish common practice amongst schools in Harrow. 

 
Ensure good employment practice 

• take account of relevant legislation and comply with relevant pay review 
procedures and timetables; 

• seek equal opportunities for all, particularly in matters relating to gender, 
ethnicity and disability; 

• ensure training on staffing issues for governors and the school management team; 
• encourage membership of recognised trades unions. 

 
Relate to the needs of the school 

• endeavour to match the priorities of the school development plan and be 
coherent with the school’s budget plan. 

• adapt our pay policy to meet our recruitment and retention needs – staffing 
committee of the governing body. 

 
Communicate 

• give a signed, dated copy of the agreed professional review outcomes and related 
procedures to each member of staff and governors where applicable. 

 
Review 

• regularly monitor and review the agreed pay policy, procedures and delegation. 
 
The purpose of the Pay Policy is to: -  

• accord with school equal opportunity policy; 
• promote fairness in pay decisions; 
• aid recruitment and retention; 
• comply with statutory, contractual and budgetary obligations. 
• use performance-related progression as the basis for all pay decisions – 

performance management interviews. 
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Membership and Terms of reference of  
Pay Review Committee 

 
A committee of the governing body will be established to deal with all pay matters 
other than those carried out by the LA. 
 
Membership 
 

- three of five governors, who could be drawn from a larger 
personnel/finance committee 

- headteacher or headteacher’s representative who will advise the 
committee 

 
The governors in setting the pay structure must have no direct pecuniary interest in 
the result of any pay decisions.  For example, a staff governor must not be involved in a 
decision on his/her own pay.  Governing Bodies will need to be sensitive to this issue 
when setting up working groups or committees to deal with pay matters.  Teacher and 
staff governors have a valuable contribution to make to general pay discussions that 
should be encouraged provided pecuniary interest does not arise.  Any individual with a 
direct pecuniary interest must withdraw. 
 
Terms of Reference 

• the Committee will have powers to make recommendations within the pay policy 
subject to ratification by the Governing Body: - 

• to achieve the aims of the whole school pay policy in a fair and equal manner 
• to apply the criteria set by the whole school pay policy in determining the pay of 

each member of staff at review 
• to observe all statutory and contractual obligations 
• to minute clearly the reasons for all recommendations and report these to a full 

meeting of the Governing Body 
• to advise the governing Body of relevant budgetary implications 
• to keep abreast of relevant developments and to advise the Governing Body when 

the school’s pay policy needs to be revised 
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Reporting Arrangements 

The Governing Body will receive the report of the Pay Committee about individual 
staff pay in the confidential section of the agenda and will either endorse or refer 
back without debate in order not to prejudice any appeal. 
 
Decisions that are endorsed will be communicated to each individual by the 
Headteacher in writing.  In the case of the Headteacher, the Chair of Governing 
Body will inform the Headteacher in writing of the Governing Body decision. 

 
Appeal 
Appeal rights of staff will be in accord with their conditions of service and the 
school professional review policy. 
 
In the event of an appeal to the Governing Body they will convene an Appeals 
Committee (comprising three Governors who were not involved in the original 
decision), to meet normally within ten working days of the appeal notice.  Any 
appellant has the right to be accompanied by a union/professional association 
representative. 
 
The decision of the Pay Appeals Committee will be final.  The Governing Body will 
receive the report of the decision of the Pay Appeals Committee in Part 2 of the 
Agenda. 

 
A panel of Governors will be established to deal with all appeals against the decisions 
of the Pay Review Committee.  It shall be called the Pay Appeals Committee. 

 
The membership of the Pay Appeals Committee shall be three Governors elected 
annually by the Governing Body and not members of the Pay Review Committee.  The 
Headteacher shall attend in an advisory capacity. 

 
• It will have fully delegated powers within the Whole School Pay Policy determined 

by the Governing Body to make a decision on the matter before them.  The 
decision of the Pay Appeals Committee will be final. 

• The Governing Body has delegated to the Pay Appeals committee the 
responsibility of: 

- hearing any appeals by members of the staff against the wages or salary 
level decided by the Pay Review Committee 

- reaching agreement within the constraints of the school budget and the 
terms of reference of the Whole School Pay Policy. 

• Appellant members of staff are able to make representations to the Pay Appeals 
Committee in person and/or in writing if they so wish.  They may also be 



accompanied by a trades union representative or professional association 
representative or work colleague. 

• The Governing Body will receive the report of the decisions of the Pay Appeals 
Committee in Part 2 of the agenda. 

• The Pay Appeal Committee shall have access to: - 
- the minutes of the Pay Review Committee which made the decision 

appealed against; 
- any relevant information made available to the Pay Review Committee; 
- any information provided by the appellant relevant to the appeal; 
- any other documents that will assist the Pay Appeals Committee in its task. 
 

 

Pay Review Procedure for each Pay Group 
 

Pay Groups 
The pay and conditions of school staff are those of the London Borough of Harrow and 
fall into the following groups: 
 
For support staff         The Pay and Conditions of Service adopted          
                                             by the Council (London Borough of Harrow)   
 
Correct at Sept 2016 (1% pay rise included. Values rounded up to nearest £.) 
Main scale 1 £26139 
Main scale 2 £27759 
Main scale 3 £29477 
Main scale 4 £31302 
Main scale 5 £33957 
Main scale 6 £36906 
UPS 1 £39127 
UPS 2 £40575 
UPS 3 £42077 
TLR 2a £2640 
TLR 2b £4790 
 
Unqualified Pay Scale 
Unqualified 1 £19553 
Unqualified 2 £21469 
Unqualified 3 £23384 
Unqualified 4 £25301 
Unqualified 5 £27214 
Unqualified 6 £29130 
 
 



For teaching staff               The School Teachers’ Pay and Conditions 
                                              Document (STPCD statutory document) and  
                                              the Conditions of Service for School  
                                              Teachers in England & Wales (Burgundy 
                                              Book) and local conditions adopted by  
                                              Harrow Council. 
 
Job Descriptions 
All staff will receive job descriptions, updated as necessary.  The job description will 
reflect the role, duties and responsibilities of the postholder upon which pay decisions 
may be made.  Proposed changes to job descriptions should be the subject of staff 
consultation. 
 
Support Staff 
Timing of Review 
A review of support staff will be timed in consultation with the Headteacher. 
 
Evaluation Scheme 
Scheme adopted by the London Borough of Harrow. 

 
Appeal 
Any appeals will be in accord with the job evaluation scheme applicable to the pay group. 
 
 
Teachers 
Timing of Review 
As required by the Pay and Conditions Document, all teaching staff salaries, will be 
reviewed annually to take effect from 1 September. 
 
Pay Assessment Scheme 
As set out in the School Teachers’ Pay and Conditions Document and School 
Performance Management Policy. 
 
Appeal 
Each teacher will normally receive a pay statement by the end of the summer half term.  
Notification of an appeal against the statement must be received by the headteacher, 
with a copy to the Chair of the Pay Appeals Committee (or equivalent) by the end of the 
first working week after the summer half term. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Headteacher & Deputy and Leadership Group 
 
Timing of Review 
As required by the Pay and Conditions Document, the performance and pay of the 
headteacher, deputy(s) and leadership group members will be reviewed annually to take 
effect from 1 September. 
 
Pay Assessment Scheme 
As set out in the School Teachers’ Pay and Conditions Document and School 
Performance Management Policy. 
 
Appeal 
If the headteacher, deputy or leadership group member wishes to appeal, notification 
should go to the Chair of the Governing Body, as well as the Chair of the Pay Appeals 
Committee within the same period of time as for teachers. 
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Pay Assessment Criteria for each Pay 
Group 

 
Teaching Staff Assessments 

 
Teaching Staff Assessments – will accord with the statutory scheme for school 
teachers and school pay policy. 
 

• Qualifications                      One point: mandatory for good honours 
                                   graduates (second class or better). 
 
• Experience                   Six points available to good honours 
                                                  graduates One point annually based on 
                                                  performance during the year. 
 
On appointment 

     Teaching experience will be rewarded on the basis of one point for         
     each school year’s period of employment as a school teacher as                  
     defined in the School Teachers’ Pay and Conditions Document. 

 
Experience, other than teaching, will be rewarded at a rate (to be determined by the 
Governing Body), deemed to be of particular relevance to the job description and 
appointment criteria. 
 
Experience points may be withheld in a year when a teacher has performed 
unsatisfactorily.  This will take place only in the context of the disciplinary or 
capability procedure.  It is strongly recommended that Education Personnel Services 
is contacted for advice if this course of action is contemplated. 

 
Discretionary Points 
 
    1 point to a classroom teacher who has been notified that a year of  
     employment has been satisfactory, in respect of that year; 
 
     1 or more points for years of experience other than employment as a 
     classroom teacher, which the relevant body considers of value to the 
     performance of the classroom teacher’s duties; 
     1 point for the purpose of the determination of a classroom teacher’s  
     salary in accordance with paragraph 4.1 (a) STPCD, where the 
     teacher’s performance in the previous school year was excellent having  



     regard to all aspects of his professional duties in particular classroom  
     teaching. 
 
These points will be permanent, whether the class teacher remains in the same post, or 
takes up a new one. 
 
Part-time teachers 
Teachers employed on an ongoing basis at the school but who work less than a full 
working day or week are deemed to be part time.  The governing body will give them a 
written statement detailing their working time obligations and the mechanism used to 
determine their pay, subject to the provisions of the statutory pay arrangements. 
 
Short notice/supply teachers. 
Teachers who work on a day-to-day or other short notice basis have their pay 
determined in line with the statutory pay arrangements in the same way as other 
teachers.  Teachers paid on a daily basis will initially have their salary calculated as an 
annual amount.  It will then be divided by 195 and multiplied by the number of days 
worked to arrive at an hourly rate. 
 
Teachers who work less than a full day will be hourly paid and will also have their salary 
calculated as an annual amount which will then be divided by 195 then divided again by 
6.5 hours to arrive at the hourly rate. 
 
Unqualified teachers. 
The governing body will take account of any relevant qualifications & experience, when 
determining on which point to place unqualified teachers when they are appointed.  
Unqualified teachers are on the unqualified teacher’s pay scale.  
An unqualified teacher who remains in the same post shall on 1st September in each year 
be entitled to an increment until the maximum of the scale is reached, if at that date 
he/she had completed a year of employment as a teacher.  
The relevant body may at any time allocate an extra increment or increments to an 
unqualified teacher until the maximum of the scale is reached.  The allocation of such an 
increment on a date other than 1st September shall not preclude the payment of a 
further increment if one would otherwise be payable on 1st September following the 
date of the allocation. 
 
The relevant body may withhold an annual increment if they are of the opinion that the 
unqualified teacher’s service in the year preceding 1st September is unsatisfactory and 
they have so notified him/her in writing.  Where an unqualified teacher remains in 
service on 1st September in the school in which he/she has been employed during the 
previous year, the relevant body, in determining whether or not his/her service has 
been unsatisfactory, shall seek and take into account advice from the head teacher.  An 
increment withheld may be paid in a subsequent year in addition to any further 
increments due. 



 
An unqualified teacher who becomes qualified shall transfer to the next point on the 
pay scale for class teachers. 
 
PROFESSIONAL REVIEW PAY 
 
The governing body will agree the budget to be set for pay, including professional 
review pay, and will make appropriate decisions in the light of the school’s financial 
circumstances and the school development plan. 
 
The award of performance points will be based on the criteria contained in the STPCD 
and within these any local criteria as notified to teachers by the Governors or 
headteacher, e.g. learning outcomes evidenced by pupil progress data; classroom 
practice as evidenced by lesson observations/reports/monitoring.  Normally, the review 
of performance pay points will be commenced at the start of the Autumn term, and if 
any award is made it will be backdated to 1st September of that year.   The evidence to 
be considered will include performance reviews/statements; other verifiable evidence 
from school monitoring; evidence offered voluntarily by the teacher.   
The totality of the teachers work performance will be considered; the evidence used 
should be available for the teacher to see and the confidentially of the evidence should 
be maintained at all times.  All teachers should be notified of their pay point and of any 
change annually. 
 
Classroom teachers on the main scale. 
 
Main scale classroom teacher will receive one extra point for each year of satisfactory 
performance.  Progression on the classroom teacher’s pay scale from M1 to M6 is not 
automatic and is dependent on a satisfactory years teaching and performance 
management review.  
 
Unsatisfactory performers are considered to be those subject to capability 
proceedings. Their increment will be withheld until specific action and targets are met.  
It may then be backdated to the 1st September. 
 
A classroom teacher may be awarded an extra point on the main scale for excellent 
performance over the previous academic year, having regard to all aspects of their 
professional duties, but in particular classroom teaching.  
 
Threshold 
When a teacher has successfully met the threshold standard (following the completion 
of an application form and assessment by the relevant body/Headteacher), he/she will 
become entitled to be paid as a post threshold teacher.  The teacher shall be paid on 
scale point 1 on the pay scale, with effect from 1st September in the following year. 
 



Post threshold teachers 
Progression on the upper pay scale is not automatic.  Post-threshold teachers must 
display sustained and substantial performance and contribution to the school before a 
performance point will be awarded.  Teachers need to have displayed performance and 
contribution to the school, of a greater breadth and depth, than the threshold 
standards themselves.   

 
In an effort to ensure a transparent and fair system the relevant staff are required to 
maintain a professional portfolio and complete a self evaluation form identifying 
evidence to support their application for pay progression (Appendix to Pay Policy).   
 
At Kenmore Park Junior School, this evidence may comprise: - 

- undertaking a significant professional development activity 
     that has made a measurable impact on pupil progress; 
- tackling an aspect of pupil underachievement that the school wanted to 

address; 
- working with colleagues on curriculum practices that improved teaching 

across a subject area or department; 
- taking the lead on an aspect of the school’s development plan;  
- tackling a school priority such as narrowing the achievement gap between 

boys and girls. 
-   a review of the performance of the post threshold teacher.   

 
Only in exceptional circumstances will post-threshold teachers be awarded a further 
point on the upper pay scale more frequently than at two-year intervals. 
 
At Kenmore Park Junior School, these exceptional circumstances are as follows: 
           -    teachers who have spent part or all of the two-year period on 
                 a higher pay scale (i.e. in the leadership group or as an  
                 Advanced Skills Teacher). 
          
Management Allowances 
This school will award management allowances (up to a maximum of five) for clearly 
defined additional management and leadership responsibilities.  Job descriptions will be 
regularly revised and will specify which management tasks are common to all posts and 
which additional management and leadership tasks will attract management allowances. 

 
It must be specified whether they are permanent or temporary allowances. 
 
The TLR structure replaces the organisation of staff from September 2007. 
 
 
Recruitment/Retention Allowances 



May be awarded in recognition of the particular circumstances of the school which make 
recruitment and retention difficult or when a post is deemed difficult to fill, owing to 
shortages. 
 
Recruitment awards must be for a maximum of three years only.  Retention awards also 
have a three-year maximum, but this may be extended in “exceptional circumstances” 
and the relevant body will need to decide what these will be. 
 
An initial advertisement will not carry recruitment/retention allowances. 
 
Where it is impossible to appoint or to shortlist owing to either insufficient numbers or 
insufficient quality of applicants, consideration will be given on re-advertisement, to the 
offer of an allowance. 
 
Special Educational Need Allowance 
 
One allowance will be awarded to classroom teachers who makes a particular 
contribution to the teaching of pupils with special educational needs which is 
significantly greater than that which would normally be expected of a classroom 
teacher. 
 
One further discretionary allowance may be awarded where a teacher’s experience or 
qualifications enhance the value of the work he or she undertakes with pupils with 
statements of SEN e.g. additional qualifications in hearing/sight impairment. 
 
 

Headteacher, Deputy Headteachers and Leadership 
Group 

 
Pay and performance assessments will accord with the statutory scheme for 
headteachers, deputies and leadership group and the School Performance Management 
Policy. 
 

Support Staff Assessments 
 
Grade assessments will accord with the Job Evaluation Scheme adopted by the London 
Borough of Harrow.  A copy is available from Education Personnel Services, at the Civic 
Centre. 
 
Revised September 2016 
Approved by governors: Sept 2013, Dec 2015, 12 Oct 2016. 
 


